
XOM Case Study

NICROMAL trusts XOM Marketplace

The customer: NICROMAL is a specialized supplier of stainless 
steels and metals with the highest standards in the fields 
of apparatus engineering, shipbuilding, power plant 
construction, chemical plant construction, aerospace 
engineering, medical technology and defense 
technology. 

The challenge: The company, founded in 2012 in 
Henstedt-Ulzburg near Hamburg (Germany),  
was looking for an e-commerce solution to  
be able to react quickly to the Corona crisis.  

The solution: XOM Marketplace is a B2B 
trading platform for the materials industry 
that offers traders a rapid access to their  
own online channel. 

„ Thanks to XOM Materials, we were able 
to respond very quickly to the 

Corona crisis and offer our clients 
an e-commerce channel.

Michael Näther, Managing Director NICROMAL Edelstahl & Metallhandel GmbH
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Small but special

Formula 1 racing cars, power plants and naval shipbuilding have one thing in common: NICROMAL in 
Henstedt-Ulzburg may have supplied some components, as the stainless steel and metal company 
specializes in “urgent and special requirements” as well as application-specific qualities. 

Michael Näther founded the company in 2012 after many years of working for larger distributors. 
These companies sell significantly higher quantities, but Michael Näther was simply more attracted 
to “the special cases”. “The requirements for a stair railing are simply completely different from 
those we supply steel that will later be used by the marine or aviation industry”, the NICROMAL 
managing director soberly states. “Our aim is not to find other even cheaper producers, but 
to offer the customer the best solution for the respective application in the shortest possible 
time.” Consequently, his eight-man team is very intensively involved in consulting and customer 
specifications as well as in finding materials that meet the highest demands - even if sometimes 
only small quantities of these are sold over the counter. 

All specifications available

“We sell our products to over 60 countries worldwide, even to China,” says Näther. “We don’t buy 
standard mass-produced goods from third countries, we ship high-quality parts there.” NICROMAL 
customers come from the fields of apparatus engineering, shipbuilding, power plant construction, 
chemical plant construction, aerospace engineering, medical technology and defence technology. 
With selected, in-house stock and a comprehensive network of highly qualified service and supply 
companies, NICROMAL can quickly deliver practically any specification. “Our customers supply 
racing teams from BMW, Mercedes or Ferrari. They are experimenting with new materials to make the 
cars even lighter, more stable and faster,” said Näther. “This takes us into the area of research and 
development, where extreme properties are required. The products we offer are more or less unique. 
You can find them sometimes only two or three times in all of Europe.”

Quick turn to e-commerce

When the Corona crisis hit the world in spring and many buyers and sellers had to work from home, it 
was clear that a solution was needed to offer products online quickly.
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Selling outside offi ce hours

Since spring 2020, NICROMAL has also been offering its portfolio digitally on the XOM Marketplace. 
The B2B sales platform unites the offerings of a wide range of material suppliers, from aluminum 
and stainless steel to plastics for industrial applications. “Thanks to XOM Materials, we were able 
to react very quickly to the Corona crisis and offer an e-commerce channel,” Näther emphasizes. 
“Now our customers can also fi nd out about prices and availability at NICROMAL and order 
products while working from home”, says Näther. “At the same time, my employees and I gain more 
time to talk to customers.” 

One platform for all
The XOM Marketplace offers sellers a secure and fast access to e-commerce. The highest security 
regulations apply to all data and, in the case of NICROMAL, the “onboarding” only took fi ve weeks. 
All a new seller has to do is provide a list of the articles he wants to offer, including the specifi cs. A 
connection to the merchandise management system is not absolutely necessary.

NICROMAL employees can also keep an eye 
on their presence on the digital marketplace 
solely via a web-based application. The 
“Seller Cockpit” offers NICROMAL a practical 
overview of all registered customers, order 
inquiries and orders. No special technical 
knowledge is required, not even IT staff.

Buyers, on the other hand, can use the 
intuitive user interface to quickly fi nd their 
desired products with just a few mouse 
clicks and order from several suppliers on 
one platform. “I see the XOM Marketplace 
as an additional service for our customers”, 
summarizes Michael Näther. “We will 

constantly expand our online offer.”
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„ Now our customers can inform themselves
about prices and availability at NICROMAL

and order products directly from home.

Michael Näther, Managing Director NICROMAL Edelstahl & Metallhandel GmbH
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The XOM Marketplace advantages at a glance

 › Open industry platform for steel, metal, and plastics suppliers

 › Worldwide access to buyers

 › Faster ordering processes

 › Favorable entry into a digital sales channel

 › No own IT team required

XOM – Smart solutions for buyers and sellers 

XOM Materials is the go-to online platform for trading materials such as steel, metals, and plastics. It 
provides ready-made procurement and sales solutions for buyers and sellers aiming to future-proof 
their businesses. XOM enables customers to digitize easily without having to invest in developing 
their own technology. Founded in Berlin in 2017 XOM operates from offices in Atlanta, Berlin, and 
Duisburg. The company employs around 50 people. 

→ Your Contact 
Would you like to learn more about our Marketplace solution? We will be happy to answer your 
questions or run a live demo for you. Please contact our sales team for assistance.

Jeff Marzendorfer
Sales Manager

+1 470 357 82 46
jeff.marzendorfer@xom-materials.com 


